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THE COURAGE OF THE SMALL ONES
A story from Kenya

A majestic antelope lived near the big river. Going home one day she heard a whistling sound coming from
inside her house and a voice which said: “ I eat antelopes, come inside and I’ll turn you into my lunch”. Petrified,
she ran away and shouted to her friends one after another for help... but it was only when they were all together
that they confronted the danger and solved the mystery.
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THE AUTHORS
Graziella Favaro, texts
She is a pedagogists and expert in intercultural education and the
scholastic integration of immigrant children. She has also scientific
responsibility for the “intercultural Education” section of INDIRE
(MIUR) and is the author of numerous essays and manuals on
intercultural education.
Lisa Nanni, illustrations
She is a young illustrator from the province of Pesaro, and has worked
for some years as an illustrator for childrens books abroad. She was
selected for the Mostra Illustratori della Fiera del libro in Bologna
in 2007, 2008, 2009, for the “Ilustrarte” di Barreiro (Portogallo)
exhibition in 2007.
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2003 Andersen Award:
Best informative series
Series recommended by
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Series: Stories without boundaries
The bilingual Storiesconfinate series is made up of 21 stories from
distant countries and has the twin objective of allowing Italian
children to find out more about other worlds and cultures, as well
as teaching foreign children the importance of having respect for
their own country and culture of origin.
The particular format allows the book to be read in two different
ways: on one side, the volume can be read as a genuine illustrated
book where the story is presented in two languages. On the other
side, the story is presented as one single picture 138 cm long.
Inside, there are two pages with extra information and interesting
facts about the country in each story.
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